2014 signature series titan

68% Petit Verdot

29% Merlot

3% Cabernet Sauvignon

notes

“Titan is a blend of Petit Verdot, Merlot, and a touch of Cabernet Sauvignon from our Red Mountain estate vineyard.
Unhurried aging of Red Mountain fruit in 100% French oak barrels results in elegant rich flavors of red and black fruits that
show huge concentration and depth. The balanced acidity provides an extended finish that lingers on the back of the palate
leaving you yearning for the next sip.”
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vineyard

Terra Blanca Estate Vineyard, Red Mountain

Salmon Safe Certified

growing conditions

The decade of records for grape growing in Washington and specifically on Red Mountain
continued with the 2014 vintage setting the record for the all time warmest vintage.
Bud break started very early in late March for some varietals on Red Mountain and the
growing season was off to a very quick start.
With most days in the mid to upper 90’s in our estate vineyard, and only a handful of days
to cross the century mark (and even then just barely) the summer racked up the heat units
with amazingly consistent warm days for three months. This ideal growing weather led to
the start of verasion as early as mid July for some varietals. Harvest started the earliest ever
for Terra Blanca on August 25th.

harvest

Average Brix at Harvest - 25.5° Brix
Average pH - 3.70
Average Titratable Acidity - 0.500g/100ml

winemaking

Grapes had initial cold soak for three days. Fermentation in open tanks using a variety of
yeast types and some multiple yeast fermentation help to create wines with rich, complex
flavors. Aged for up to 32 months in French oak barrels, 86% new.

bottle

Alcohol by Volume - 13.5%
pH - 3.79
Titratable Acidity - 0.545g/100ml
Production - 454 cases
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